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Abstract
This paper discusses how stylized facts derived from bibliometric studies can be used to
build social simulation models of science. Based on a list of six stylized facts of science it
illustrates how they can be brought into play to consolidate and direct research. Moreover, it
discusses challenges such a stylized facts based approach of modeling science has to
solve.
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*   Introduction
1.1
For some time now, sociologists - and more recently also economists - have realized that
science provides an excellent object of study (Hands 2001; Gilbert 1997). Not only do they
have an intuitive connection to the object as they are scientists themselves. Science also
leaves many traces such as publications, citations and biographies that make it an
excellent test-bed for both probing theories and modeling (Gilbert 1997). Simulation models
seem to be particularly attractive because of their capacity to examine highly relevant
aspects, for instance processes, networks, heterogeneous actors and cognition.
1.2
By now, a considerable amount of simulation models of the science system exists.
Therefore, consolidating and focusing these efforts seems to be worthwhile. Among the
many questions such a process has to address are: What has been achieved by the
different models published in the different streams of literature? What are the remaining
issues with promise for further investigation? How to assess whether and in which respect
one model is better than others?
1.3
This paper discusses how stylized facts derived from bibliometric studies could help
answering these questions. Stylized facts are broad but not necessarily universal
generalizations of empirical observations and describe essential characteristics of a
phenomenon that require an explanation (Kaldor 1968; Meyer 2008). I will argue that the
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benefit of using stylized facts to construct and assess models of science applies not only to
a single research project (see Gilbert 1997 for an example). In addition, stylized facts can
also be drawn on for combining and directing the modeling efforts of a community of
researchers building models of science.
1.4
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section, I will present some
candidates for stylized facts in science that can be derived from bibliometric studies. Then I
will explain how stylized facts of science can be used for merging and guiding research
especially within a community of researchers. On this basis, it will be discussed how a
future path might look and which challenges might have to be overcome in the future.
*  Bibliometrics and stylized facts in science
2.1
With respect to empirical data about science, researchers are in quite a fortunate position.
Several data sources exist to gather information about scientific publications and citations,
e.g. Science Citation Index, Scopus and Google Scholar. While the Science Citation Index
has been considered as the gold standard for a long time, the latter have become
interesting alternatives in terms of quality and scope. Bibliometric methods use the
information from such data sources as a starting point and analyze them. Among the most
prominent approaches are publication analyses, citation analyses and co-citation analyses.
They yield information about the most prolific or influential authors in a field or about
structural properties such as the level of differentiation or the existence of invisible colleges
(for an application to the field of social simulation see Meyer, Lorscheid and Troitzsch 2009
and Meyer, Zaggl and Carley 2011).
2.2
Studying publication and citation data has revealed several recurring patterns. They are
sometimes called "bibliometric laws" or "stylized facts of science" due to the repetition.
Without claiming to be exhaustive, among the most important are:
1.  Lotka's law describing the number of authors contributing a particular number of
papers to a field or journal (Lotka 1926; Simon 1957).
2.  Matthew effect: Prominent scientists receive disproportionally more credit than less
eminent researchers (Merton 1968). This phenomenon can also be observed for
citations in papers or journals.
3.  Exponential growth of the number of scientists and journals (de Solla Price 1963;
Gilbert 1997).
4.  Invisible colleges of specialties for every 100 scientists (de Solla Price 1963).
5.  Short half-life of literature with recent literature being cited much more frequently. For
the natural sciences, the time frame is about 5 years (Burton and Kebler 1960;
Umst￤tter, Rehm and Dorogi 1982).
6.  Bradford's law of scattering describing the distribution of articles on a given subject
across journals, again showing a high concentration on a few core journals (Cole
1993).
These stylized facts are "natural" targets for social simulation models of science in general
and agent-based modeling in particular (Sun and Naveh 2009). They can be understood as
global patterns in science and the question is how to explain them bottom-up through
micro-behavior.
*  Using stylized facts of science to consolidate and direct research
3.1
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from these patterns (e.g. Gilbert 1997, Saam and Reiter 1999 and Sun and Naveh 2009). It
should be noted, that no paper has claimed to predict or mimic actual data. They simulate
the processes at work that lead to some of the main aspects of the phenomena observed.
Hence, the output of their simulation models is validated by comparing it with the supposed
stylized facts of science.
3.2
While my approach is similar, it differs in one aspect: It uses stylized facts of science to
consolidate and direct the research efforts of an entire community of researchers (see
Heine, Meyer and Strangfeld 2005; Meyer 2008). They provide an excellent reference point
when building good social simulation models of science. This can be achieved at two main
levels.
3.3
First, one can use a list of stylized facts to assess the state of the debate by examining
which stylized facts the different models have reproduced. From this perspective, the
contribution of a respective model lies in its ability to explain the stylized facts of a
phenomenon. A model that can at least partially explain a stylized fact is therefore regarded
as more valuable than one that is geared toward side issues. If there are several stylized
facts, a model's merit increases with the number of stylized facts it is able to explain
alongside the absence of contradictions relating to the unexplained stylized facts. Figure 1
illustrates the basic approach for the bibliometric laws mentioned above. In addition, it
shows how this approach easily identifies issues left to be addressed in the future. In our
example several stylized facts still need to be addressed by future research. Ideally, there
are in the future models reproducing all stylized facts. Given that the list of stylized facts
does not claim to be exhaustive, identifying further stylized facts would provide additional
objectives for future research.
Figure 1. A stylized facts perspective on selected social simulation models of science[1]
3.4
Second, one can go beyond adopting a simple instrumentalist position by adding a step to
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through different modes within a model, an analysis has to be introduced to examine how
exactly the respective stylized fact has been replicated. With one or more stylized facts a
model can relate to, they can serve as a starting point to identify the model's basic
assumptions and parameters that, in turn, determine the reproduction of stylized facts.
Hence, stylized facts can be used to isolate the corresponding model elements and,
thereby, to enable subsequent model validation with a sufficient focus on yielding relevant
results. This is of particular interest when stylized facts are not reproduced adequately. It is
also possible to identify direct links between the basic assumptions as well as parameters
and stylized fact properties if they exist. This introduces a check for interpretability and
plausibility of the basic model elements. Such a control mechanism is especially important
when the modeling approach allows for certain degrees of freedom such as setting
parameters and their values. Ultimately, this perspective can indicate future modeling
options.
3.5
Grimm et al. (2005) provide an illustrative example of this approach with respect to agent-
based modeling.[2] They argue that combining several stylized facts can lead to structurally
more realistic models. In particular, assessing whether a set of stylized facts can be
reproduced in a meaningful way allows for discriminating between competing assumptions
(e.g. theories about agent behavior) and even for deciding about parameter values. The
authors illustrate this for an ecological model of trout behavior. In order to validate the
model, one must decide between several competing theories about how individual fish
select their habitats. Only one of the theories actually reproduces all three observed
patterns concerning feeding hierarchy, response to predatory fish and competing species,
and response to reduced food availability (Grimm et al. 2005). Being able to select from
competing assumptions at the level of agents is remarkable to the authors because each of
the patterns by itself is quite weak in terms of its falsificatory power. It is not until combining
the patterns that the researchers were able to eliminate the other theories.
3.6
Applying this approach to the simulation models of science mentioned above, one could for
example use it to focus the discussion on the claim by Sun and Naveh (2009) that their
cognitive, more "realistic" models provide an added value. Hence, adopting a stylized facts
perspective allows for transcending an overly simplistic realism versus instrumentalism
discussion.
*  The way ahead
4.1
An obvious next step would be to address the stylized facts not reproduced so far. Ideally,
the same model would be used for addressing every gap. One should also look for
additional stylized facts that are potentially relevant and include them as well.
4.2
Some less straightforward issues have also to be addressed. A main problem inherent in
stylized facts is that most of the time they are simply stated rather than derived with
scientific rigor (Heine, Meyer and Strangfeld 2005). This drawback is less prominent for
stylized facts of science than for many other fields. The statements about these recurring
patterns in science are at least based on empirical data and not just on casual empiricism.
Still, I believe that finding a more systematic way of doing this and putting more efforts in
deriving stylized facts is desirable (see Meyer 2008 for a discussion). To provide a solid
reference point for the uses described above, a consensus must be reached on (at least
some of) the stylized facts. Otherwise, the debate merely shifts from the model level to the
level of stylized facts. Systematically deriving stylized facts from existing empirical
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how early statements about Lotka's law have been advanced by subsequent empirical
investigations (Pao 1985). Similarly, one might find differences between fields. The half-
time of literature might be longer for the social sciences than for the natural sciences. Such
differences in themselves might be interesting aspects to be investigated in future
simulation studies.
4.3
When a list of accepted and empirically well grounded stylized facts exists, several issues
can be tackled. One element to be addressed is the question about the appropriate unit of
analysis in social simulation models of science: scientists or papers. In Gilbert's model,
papers represent the basic unit of analysis, whereas Saam and Reiter's model features
individual scientists. Sun and Naveh are positioned in the middle between the other two. I
believe that looking more closely "under the hood" (Hausman 1995) of the different models
by using the stylized facts will help answer this question, because it focuses model
analysis. Similarly, the related question about the elements to be included in such models
can be addressed from a stylized facts perspective when assessing the contributions of
more "realistic" models incorporating cognition and networks in terms of their added
explanatory value. Stylized facts might even become a useful reference point for reducing
the complexity of models by establishing which model elements can be simplified without
losing the ability to reproduce a given set of stylized facts (Sun and Naveh 2009).
4.4
Besides the many possible benefits using a set of stylized facts as a reference point for a
community of researchers, some challenges still exist. A first potential limitation for social
simulation studies based on bibliometric information is the data quality of the different
sources poses. It has been reported to be quite poor for SCI (Meyer, Lorscheid and
Troitzsch 2009). Similarly, the data provided by Google scholar often requires further
refinement. Another well-known problem of SCI data is that it only provides the name of the
first author of references. This can make it difficult examining citation behavior and
addressing questions such as whether scientists act based on direct and indirect reciprocity
when making citations.
4.5
A second issue stems from the fact that stylized facts typically refer to macro-data.
Therefore, currently stylized facts of science cannot be used for direct validation at the
micro-level (only in the indirect way described above). If stylized facts were derived for the
micro-level of the models as well, they would not be used for output validation but for input
validation. Introducing an appropriate terminology would reduce confusion and help to
distinguish between the two types of stylized facts with respect to their uses (e.g. stylized
facts used for input validation versus stylized facts used for output validation).
4.6
A final caveat refers to an overly dogmatic and static application of stylized facts. Used in
such a way for guiding the research efforts of a community stylized facts can be perceived
as a methodological straightjacket and they might even hamper progress. Not all interesting
aspects of a phenomenon are necessarily captured by the "accepted list of stylized facts".
Similarly, models might produce some results which pinpoint new aspects of a
phenomenon that have yet to be considered. This should remind researchers to subject
stylized facts to scientific scrutiny and revision if necessary in the same way that scientific
theories are.
*   Notes
4.html 5 11/6/111Please note that the mapping of stylized facts to the respective models is mainly for
illustration purposes and is solely based on the claims of the authors in the quoted papers.
Moreover, other valid criteria to assess the quality of models do exist beyond the ability to
reproduce stylized facts (e.g. Burton and Obel 1995).
2They call this model validation strategy "pattern-oriented modeling", but it follows a very
similar basic logic.
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